Did Rare Earths
Sung-Taek?

Kill

Jang

Did Rare Earths kill North Korean General (also Kim JungUn’s uncle) Jang Sung-Taek?
Hold that question, as the “cause of death” for any execution
in North Korea is far more complex than what appears.
The official bill of indictment was rather lengthy – 2,700
words as published in the DPRK press, supplemented by some
culinary suggestions sure to resonate with malnourished North
Koreans, such as: “I want to grab Jang by the neck and shove
him down a boiling pot.”
According to the charges, Jang was guilty of debauchery in
many forms, starting with the world-historical bad taste to be
a capitalist-roader in a socialist paradise:
“He let the decadent capitalist lifestyle find its way to our
society by distributing all sorts of pornographic pictures
among his confidants since 2009. He led a dissolute, depraved
life, squandering money wherever he went.”
That passes for a bit of gallows humor in the DPRK, especially
when Kim Jung-Un’s papa was legendary for jetting his personal
chef to Tokyo for sashimi, Iran for caviar, Paris for Hennessy
Paradis at $900 a bottle — to wash down pizza, ordered up from
the Pizza Institute of Northern Italy (seriously), and to
Havana for, well, Havanas… which he doubtless lit with burning
hundred dollar U.S. notes, bogus of course, as counterfeit Ben
Franklins are one of North Korea’s most prized exports.
Now, young Kim could be an ascetic – only Dennis Rodman knows
for sure – but if Uncle Jang out-debauched the North Korean
inner-circle, he would have needed a decent-sized nation’s GDP
to get it done.

As AP summarized: “Pyongyang’s statement called him a “traitor
to the nation for all ages,” ‘worse than a dog” and
“despicable human scum” — rhetoric often reserved in state
propaganda for South Korean leaders.”
Ouch!
Jang was also charged with serious architectural crimes: He
“ordered that a granite sculpture featuring [Kim Jung-Un’s]
signature be put in the shade, not in a central spot,” and for
“half-hearted clapping” during a ceremony lauding
Chairman/Supreme Commander/First Secretary/Marshal Kim. That
last is truly inspired, recalling the dangers in Soviet days
of being the first to stop clapping for Comrade Stalin –
earning a one-way ticket to the Gulag — the result of which
was often epic-length bouts of what Soviet media described in
reports of Stalin’s speeches as “prolonged, sustained
applause.”
Finally, The Economist chimes in: Jang “squandered foreign
currency at casinos,” and sold off “precious resources of the
country at cheap prices.”
Now we’re getting somewhere.
That single line sent me back to news stories in July 2012,
reporting for the first time that North Korea had, in the last
days of Kim Jong-Il’s life, received a delegation from South
Korea in the industrial region of Kaesong – and provided the
South a sampling of North Korean rare earths to take home for
testing.
The go-between for that meeting? None other than Jang SungTaek.
Not long after, in Aug 2012, Jang visited China with all the
pomp accorded a head of state. REEs were rumored to be on the
agenda. After all, during Kim Jong-Il’s final months, North
Korea trumpeted a grand bargain with China: The PRC would be

given access to North Korea’s rare earths deposits, in
exchange for the immediate delivery of fertilizer and corn.
Dangling access to the elements in front of REE-hungry South
Korea; journeying to China where discussions must have
involved whether young Kim would honor his father’s REE-forfood swap: Rare Earths were shaping up as a useful commodity –
almost as good as nuclear weapons, which North Korea had
learned to trade, retract and trade again, for all manner of
goodies from the West.
And each time, the point man was Uncle Jang.
So now, rewind to December 5, when out of nowhere – it’s not
as if journalists are traipsing around Pyongyang — came a
story headlined “Largest Known Rare Earth Deposit Discovered
in North Korea.” The report contained details on a new venture
to exploit North Korea’s REE riches not with China or South
Korea – but with an Australian company, privately-held SRE.
Five days later, Jang was on trial, a day later he was
convicted, sentenced and executed. Total elapsed time: one
week from the North Korean-Australia REE announcement.
Of course, as so many news reports are tut-tutting, the
execution of Jang Sung-Taek may be marked down to the madness
of young Jung-Un. Or there may be a method in it – a grand,
gansta-style re-trading of a deal his uncle made which met
with Jung-Un’s disfavor. If the latter is true, this week’s
window into North Korea’s brutality may be paired with an
outreach to the West.
If so, it’s a page right out of Kim Jong-Il’s playbook. Papa
would be proud.
For now, however, North Korea’s vaunted REE riches remain in
the ground, joined there by Uncle Jang. As for the Australians
preparing to develop North Korean rare earths, one hopes the
terms of the deal are rich indeed – as it appears they’re

taking the concept of “political risk” to a whole new level.
Just ask Jang Sung-Taek.

